



  EDITORIAL   Dear readers,     Welcome to the first issue of the Latin American Journal of Computing – LAJC in 2016. For this issue we are pleased to inform you that our Journal was indexed in Latindex Catalogue. Latindex Catalogue is a subset of the Directory, which contains a selection of journals that fulfill a series of international quality criteria. Titles are classified according to a previously agreed international quality parameters such as peer review procedures, coverage in international databases, abstracts and keywords in more than one language, international editorial boards, among a total of 33 parameters for printed journals and 36 for electronic journals. To date, more than 3,500 journals have been rated and included in this catalogue.  As LAJC maintain the electronic and the printed version, both of them passed through this review process where they met 33 parameters of 36 required for the electronic journal and 26 parameters of 33 required for the printed version. For more information, you can visit the URL: http://www.latindex.org/latindex/ficha?folio=25216   We would like to thank for this achievement to all the authors, who contributed to the success of the Journal. Special thanks to the reviewers for their contributions to keeping the high quality of the selected papers. Cordial thanks are due to the Section Editors members for their efforts and the organizational work. Finally, we cordially thank National Polytechnic School for supporting and publishing the Journal.   This first issue in 2016, includes five articles covering different aspects of Information Systems, Intelligent Systems and Software Engineering. We hope that you enjoy reading this issue and find the articles informative and useful.   Once again, we highly encourage you to submit your work within the scope of LAJC. Please keep in mind that we have an open call for submissions twice a year. For detailed instructions on the preparation and submissions of manuscripts, please check the URL below:  http://lajc.epn.edu.ec/index.php/LAJC/pages/view/call-for-papers    We will be happy to receive your comments and feedback on our journal.     Best Regards,   PhD Jenny Torres  Editor in chief LAJC   
